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CONTINUITY
BREEDS CONTENT

A REAL LIGHTWEIGHT

David Hopkins, Chief Executive
of the Timber Trade Federation,
says planning ahead this
autumn/winter is essential

INTERHOLCO
James Latham Garnica

Looking ahead in uncertain times is naturally difficult, but plan ahead we must, to give all our
businesses the continuity they need for the future. As the renowned American businessman and
motivational guru, Paul J Meyer, once said: “Productivity is never an accident. It is the result of a
commitment to excellence, intelligent planning, and focused effort”.
In the timber supply sector, we are committed to
easing the pressures on our partners in the joinery sector
throughout the autumn and winter, as we jointly face the
continuing pandemic, its economic effects, and the end
of the Brexit transition period on 31st December, with
all the additional customs documentation and potential
tariffs that this may bring in its wake. The Timber Trade
Federation, alongside its partners in the Confederation
of Timber Industries such as the BWF, are lobbying hard
on recognition for timber raw materials that exist in many
forms, as the Brexit negotiations continue.
Intelligent planning also requires intelligent relationships:
working more closely with your timber suppliers could

WOOD AWARDS UPDATE
The organisers of the 50th
anniversary Wood Awards have told
Joined Up Business that entries in
the joinery-related categories are
32% up on last year. Judging for
the joinery categories takes place
in September and the winners will
be announced at the Wood Awards
annual ceremony in November. Keep
up to date online at woodawards.com
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Wood Awards

AFRICAN SUSTAINABLE
ENGINEERED HARDWOODS

not only save you costs but also improve continuity of
supply through to your workshops in the coming months.
As you will see throughout this issue of Joined Up
Business, timber suppliers are not shy of innovation;
nor are they short of ideas or sustainably-grown timber
species to recommend for a brighter business future. They
are also confident about their ability to supply, whatever
the economic or political weather. Their efforts are totally
focused on you, our sector’s customers, and on ensuring
that, to the best of their abilities, they provide you with
the confidence and continuity you need to plan your own
productivity ahead into better times in 2021 and beyond.

NEW JOINERY
LEAFLET
FROM TTF

A new leaflet for the joinery sector is being launched
by the Timber Trade Federation during September.
Covering timber species and uses, time-saving products,
timber certification and sustainability, plus marketing,
the leaflet will be available from the new Joiners’
Resources web page at ttf.co.uk/joiners/joiners-resources

A new lightweight plywood panel from James Latham is
likely to be useful to joiners involved in the fit-out, interiors
and kitchens sectors, and also to furniture-makers. “Garnica
Elegance plywood is made from sustainable Poplar, which
is lower in density, making it lighter to transport and easier
to machine,” says Miles Kember, Depot Director Thurrock
at suppliers James Latham. “Options include veneered faces
in Birch, Oak or Walnut on both sides, and panels can be
supplied with a clear lacquered finish. The veneer quality
is excellent” It is available as FSC® or PEFC™ certified, in
panel sizes of 2440x1220mm and 3050x1220mm.

FAST FINISHER
FINSA/International Timber

Sourcing legally harvested African hardwoods was a
thought-provoking undertaking for joinery firms in times
past. This, coupled with a reducing knowledge base
on the species and uses of African timbers, has meant
dwindling recognition of African hardwoods.
Yet
today, in certain regions, there are suppliers with certified
sustainability credentials producing waste-reducing
laminated products, well-suited to modern UK joinery
manufacture. One such company is INTERHOLCO, which
offers finger-jointed laminated scantlings, cut to size, with
four sides clear of any defects.
INTERHOLCO runs its own FSC®-certified concession
and sawmill in central Africa, harvesting hardwoods
selectively and creating sustainable livelihoods for
thousands of people, whilst also protecting wildlife
habitats for gorillas and elephants. Laminated products
can be supplied as KKK (multiple layers with finger joints
on all lamellas) or DKD (finger jointed on the insides of
the lamellas, giving a clear outer face), from their own
quality-controlled factory. INTERHOLCO products are
available in Britain through Danzer UK. To find out more
visit interholco.com

DOUGLAS DOES NICELY
Saving time in joinery and furniture production saves
cost. Eliminating or reducing processing time without
affecting quality is key to modern manufacturing.
International Timber has responded to manufacturers’
needs by introducing a new stock line: Fibrapan Hidrofugo,
a moisture-resistant form of MDF, manufactured by FINSA.
The board is manufactured using a unique steam injection
process, ensuring a strong consistent bond in the core. This
provides a clean cut and offers precision when routing.
Engineered with painted applications in mind, the higher
density of the board requires less paint and preparation
time while giving an optimal finish.
Board size is 2440x1220, and thicknesses readily
available are 6, 9, 18, 22, 25 and 30mm. The product is ‘Cradle
to Cradle’ certified over its lifecycle.

DHH Timber/Décor Solutions

Clear-faced Douglas Fir plywood, with its attractive
grain and colouring, is being increasingly specified in the
fit-out sector for commercial, office and education projects,
according to the exclusive importers, DHH Timber. “This
Canadian product has a one-face rotary cut veneer for
wall panelling, showing narrower light-coloured sapwood
and wider heartwood in colours from warm yellow to dark
brown,” says DHH Director Nicola Hollington. “It is also
available as a solid core veneer for applications where edge
reveal is needed.” The material is also finding a home in the
furniture sector.
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TOOLS OF THE TRADE
Use timber’s sustainability credentials to inspire your marketing

HOW GREEN IS MY TIMBER?

Quality craftsmanship is the most obvious selling platform
for your work, alongside your knowledge and choice of
materials. There is one further factor which could help
you to differentiate your offering over that of local
competitors, and that is your knowledge of timber’s full
contribution to the three core elements of sustainability:
economic, environmental and social value.

Each different type of timber has its own back-story: we
look at two different types of wood from either side of
the Atlantic.

Forest management and supply chain certification, as an
indicator of sustainable, responsible sourcing, are now
accepted tools in the joiner’s marketing toolbox. In
addition to the well-known Forest Stewardship
Council® (FSC) and PEFC™ schemes, the European Union’s
FLEGT (Forest, Law, Environment, Governance and Trade)
licensing scheme is now beginning to deliver materials
from countries such as Indonesia.
The FSC and PEFC schemes are based around the certification
of separate forests; the FLEGT system licenses forest outputs
at a country level. More information can be found on the
Timber Trade Federation’s FLEGT pages: ttf.co.uk/what-is-flegt
Looking beyond certification, what else is available to help
you market your joinery offering?

RIBA’s 2030 Challenge
Joiners often work with architects, either on new-builds or in
restoring heritage properties. Away from pandemic-related
matters, what else is concerning architects and how can you
connect with them using timber’s basic sustainability credentials?
RIBA (the Royal Institute of British Architects), the
architects’ professional body, issued last year a ‘2030
Challenge’. Following rising climate concern in society,
architects, like many other groups and individuals, decided
to declare a ‘climate emergency’ by starting to acknowledge
and re-define their role in reducing the 40% of carbon
emissions that are associated with buildings. One of their
pro-climate actions was to challenge the profession to
reduce the embodied carbon in their designs by 50-70%
by 2030. Timber is an ideal material in this context as
it stores CO2 within its wood fibre. The more dense the
material e.g. hardwoods, the more CO2 is stored within the
fibre.
Marketing your timber products utilising this
knowledge may help you to win business.

American Hardwood Export Council

Nordic softwood

CERTIFICATION AND BEYOND
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MARKETING

EU REDD FLEGT
Facility

Södra
Wood

What is embodied carbon?
The embodied carbon in a building comprises
the carbon emissions associated with sourcing
materials, manufacturing them into products,
transporting those products or building elements
to site, and installing them in the building. For
timber windows this includes the growing,
harvesting,
processing
and
suppling
of
timber to your workshop, your own manufacturing
processes, transporting your windows to site and
incorporating them into a building.
Timber has the best – namely the lowest embodied carbon of any material that you work
with. It therefore gives you advantages when
selling your joinery output to architects working on
RIBA 2030 Challenge schemes, whether that be
timber windows, doors, kitchens, fit-out work or
bespoke joinery.

The vast majority of the timber used in Britain comes
from sustainably-managed forests, mostly in continental
Europe, and the bulk of that is softwood. Europe’s forest
resources are constantly increasing, absorbing CO2
throughout their trees’ active growth. It’s estimated that
about 40% of Europe’s total area is forested.

SCA Wood
SCA Wood

Sustainably-managed
European
forests
provide
environmental and ecological ‘services’ to humanity
through the carbon cycle, by protecting biodiversity,
and by offering social value through providing jobs and
contributing to our mental health and wellbeing.
Norway, Sweden and Finland hold perhaps the biggest
forest resources. Adding Denmark’s forests, Nordic
countries account for around 20% of Europe’s stock of
wood. Many millions of seedling trees are constantly
re-planted in forests after harvesting.
Ask your TTF member softwood supplier for details of
their own contribution to climate change, so you can
incorporate their story as appropriate into your own
marketing. Their FSC or PEFC certification, though,
applies to their business. You will need to achieve
certified status of your own in order to use certification as a
marketing tool. Under certification rules you cannot make
a claim that your products are certified if you do not hold
a chain of custody certificate yourself.

American Hardwood Export Council

American hardwoods
Sustainably-grown American hardwoods, such as
Maple, Cherry, American White and American Red Oak,
grow in smaller, predominantly family-owned forests, largely
situated on the Eastern side of the USA. The total American
hardwood forest volume has also been greatly increasing
over recent years, with statistics estimating that an area
of roughly one football pitch per minute is being added to
forest stocks.
Amongst hardwoods, growth is normally much slower,
and the harvesting system is also very different. Selective
harvesting of individual trees then allows others to grow
on to full maturity. Natural regeneration – where trees
re-seed themselves – is also common practice. Some 97% of
hardwood and mixed hardwood-softwood forests in the
USA are naturally regenerated.

American Hardwood
Export Council

The timber industry is currently running a campaign
to underline wood’s beneficial contribution to climate
change, called ‘Wood Co2ts Less’. Link up with the
campaign on social media. To find out more, and to
download life cycle analysis data for many common
timber products, visit www.woodforgood.com.
EU REDD
FLEGT Facility

The American Hardwood Export Council has been
concentrating on providing Life Cycle Analysis data for 19
of their commercial species, which account for 95% of all
US hardwood production. Ask your American hardwood
supplier for American Hardwood Environmental Profiles
(AHEPs) to assist your sustainability marketing.
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MODERN MALAYSIA
Eleven years on from the
Malaysian Timber Certification
Scheme becoming part of
PEFC™ we investigate
Malaysia’s timber offering.

In just over a decade since the Malaysian Timber
Certification Scheme (MTCS) became part of the
global PEFC™ body of sustainable timber certification
schemes, much has changed, both here in Britain, and in
Malaysia. In the UK, the detailed knowledge of global
timber species has gradually declined. In Malaysia
meanwhile, manufacturing has modernised, with MTCS/
PEFC-certified products now being exported to more
than 68 countries, including Britain.

GROWING
RENEWABLE
TIMBER
RESOURCES
Malaysian Timber Council

Malaysian Timber Council

Made for the market
Today’s modern manufacturing in Malaysia is providing
British joinery manufacturers with a host of options, from
sawn timbers for conversion to laminated scantlings, which
reduce waste and eliminate remedial work. The production
of what the Malaysians term ‘Builders’ Joinery & Carpentry’
(BJC) timber has now become big business, supplying products
as diverse as door and window components, machined
mouldings, veneers, laminated beams, and plywood.

Connecting supply chains

55% OF MALAYSIA’S
LAND IS FORESTED
Malaysia’s National Forestry Act of 1984 established Permanent
Reserved Forests falling into four categories: Production
Forests; Protection Forests; Research & Education Forests,
and Amenity Forests. Just over 55% of Malaysia’s total
land area is forested, over 18 million hectares, compared to
just 13% forest cover in Britain. Its certification scheme
covers sustainable forest management practices as well
as supply chain auditing. Malaysia is also one of the
tropical hardwood-producing countries working towards
FLEGT licensing - the European Union’s country-level
certification scheme.

Species selection

Malaysian Timber Council
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Malaysian Timber Council

Four types of forest

FINGER-JOINTED
LAMINATED
HARDWOOD
SCANTLINGS

TROPICAL HARDWOODS

The Malaysian Timber Council commissioned TRADA
to determine the durability of a number of its species
using EN350:Part1:1994. Dark Red Meranti was found
to be ‘very durable’ and Light Red Meranti ‘durable’
which means both can be used for external joinery in
temperate climate conditions without additional
preservative treatment. The type of Dark Red Meranti
which in Malaysia is termed Seraya (from the species
Shorea curtisii) was found to be comparable to
hardwoods such as Greenheart, while Light Red Meranti

Malaysian Timber Council

made from the species Shorea leprosula was comparable to
European Oak in durability.
Other Malaysian timbers available from Timber Trade
Federation members in the UK include Jelutong for
interior joinery and carving; Keruing for flooring and
structural work; Rubberwood, mainly for furniture
and kitchenwares; Kapur for lighter-duty flooring, and
Balau mainly for decking. A complete guide to the working
properties, colouration etc of Malaysian timbers can be
downloaded from the TTF Joiners’ Resources web page at:
ttf.co.uk/joiners/joiners-resources

MALAYSIAN SPECIES ARE
USED IN MANY WAYS

Which Malaysian species are currently being used by
Britain’s joinery sector?
“Dark Red Meranti does
vary in colouration but is one of the more popular
hardwoods. Its main uses are for exterior doors and
windows, cladding and flooring. It takes coatings well,”
says Rob Price, Hardwood Sales Manager at Brooks Bros
Timber. “Its key advantage in today’s market is price: it
is cheaper than, say, Sapele, and gives a similar kind of
durability. Brooks carries a range of solid sawn Dark
Red Meranti, some planed all round, and in machined
sections varying from window board to posts. It’s all
PEFC-certified. We also offer laminated Meranti sections,
which reduce waste for joinery manufacturers.” Brooks
Brothers additionally offer Balau, mainly for decking.
Paul Holstead, Commercial Director at Timbmet, agrees
that Meranti is in demand: “Meranti is a very popular
species as it can be used for such a huge range of
applications. We carry it mainly as a sawn product, so
our joinery customers can convert it to their needs. We
also offer a lamination service at our Glasgow sawmill.”
Timbmet, too carry Yellow Balau in stock, again mainly
used for exterior decking.
Rubberwood is another popular species, says Simon
Marsden, Joint Managing Director at Hardwood
Dimensions: “Essentially Rubberwood is a good light
hardwood that can take a stain well, suitable for a
number of purposes. We stock it as kiln-dried solid and
laminated squares, used as components, mainly by
furniture manufacturers producing hard-wearing tables
and chairs. We also keep Meranti and Keruing.”
Malaysian Timber Council

Malaysian Timber Council
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BUSINESS AND BREXIT

The Brexit transition period comes to an end on 31st December. What does this mean for continuity of
supply across a range of timber products? We ask a selection of major suppliers to the joinery sector for
their views and their outlook on the future.

SOFTWOOD FOR JOINERY

SCA Wood Industrial Solutions supplies a wide range of sawn
pine & spruce and engineered timber to the UK’s joinery
industry for window, door and stair manufacture. How
do they see the end of the transition period panning out?
“At present we’re confident that we’ll be able to supply
customers with little or no problems,” says Industrial Sales
Manager Neil Morris. “We don’t currently envisage any
future issues on supplies. The key question for the joinery
sector going forward is beyond our control. The Timber Trade
Federation and British Woodworking Federation are lobbying
hard on the issue of whether certain products would carry a
tariff under any new arrangements. It relates particularly to
the status of engineered timber: we believe it should remain
as zero tariff. Windows and doors comprise multiple material
elements and any tariffs imposed could make these sectors
less competitive compared to European-based producers.”

HARDWOODS

The situation with hardwoods is a positive one, says Mark
Sanz, General Manager at major importers CP Timber:
“Most of the hardwoods we stock come in from outside
the European Union. We don’t see any issues ahead with
North American hardwoods, or those from West Africa or
the Far East. We also hold significant stocks of popular
European species such as Oak and Beech, so we don’t
anticipate any difficulties in keeping our customers
supplied,” he confirms. “Having been along the Brexit track
before it’s taught all of us to remain well stocked: we are
doing so again this time,” CP Timber’s Mark Sanz says.

C P Timber

DHH Timber

PANEL PRODUCTS

SCA Wood Industrial Solutions

One of the UK’s largest panel products importers, DHH
Timber, foresees few problems with the end of the
transition period, according to Managing Director Derek
Fletcher: “Panel products have a huge market in the UK
and suppliers are still going to want to sell to us whatever
happens at the end of the transition period,” he affirms.
“Panel products are now also imported from many more
countries than the EU, for example Birch plywood from
Russia. Trade deals with other countries that remove any
potential customs duties may even end up benefitting the
UK by making products from outside the EU cheaper for our
customers,” he continues. “Things may well change at the
end of transition, but we don’t see any problem with supplies
going forward.”

More information can be found on our dedicated Brexit web page at:
ttf.co.uk/brexit-and-the-timber-industry
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